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Lady Bears sla

or a small college
pretty much isolated from metropolitan areas,
SSU's reputation for
women's basketball is
growing. Earlier this seas on, the ladies' team
vaulted itselfinto the number one ranking, and there
is no evidence the team is
ready to relinquish the top
spot anytime soon.
Led by sophomore sensation Vernita Provitt, the
t~am has a re.cord of 19
consecutive wins and one
loss. The only loss was
against Campbell University in the first game of the
season. That game had a
final score of 78-80 only
after double overtime, and
took place during the
Pikeville Tournament.
So far, Shawnee State is
(Please turn to page 3)

Sitting L~R: Brandi Rose, Carrie Brisker, Melissa Brown, Vernita Provitt, Erica Hayes, Brandi Munn. Standing L-R: Asst. Coach Gregg Smith, Head Coach Robin
Smith, Steffani Slone, Kelli Smith, Brandi Baker, Mamie Brisker,_ Chrissy Higginbotham, Alexis G_uiikey, Tara May, Asst. Coach Andy Roberts. (photo: Robin Smith)
-

Silhouette Corner page 3: Preview story from student Neal Palin

Governor's "visionary" Plan blind to higher education
hawnee State University President
Dr. Clive Veri said
of the recentlyreleased Executive Budget,
"We are quite simply becoming very frustrated and
exasperated at trying to run
a university without the
necessary resources. The

greatest problem I see with the
funding recommendations from
· the Executive Office is that it lacks
vision for the future and in how to
get the State ofOhio to that future."

Veri's opinion is consistent with
Ohio Board ofRegents Chancellor Elaine Hairston, "A budget for
the future should be one that helps
Ohio climb out of the bottom
ranks in state support for higher
education. It is truly a budget of
missed opportunity." According
to Hairston, Ohio ranked 41 st
among the states in state support
per student in 1995-96.
Part of the frustration Veri,
Hairston and other officers of

higher education are experiencing is the beliefthat they answered
the challenge from the state's
Executive Office to work leaner
and smarter. "Higher education
has been asked in recent years to
make hard choices," acknowledged Veri, "and we have made
those choices." At SSU some 27
position_s were laid off, downgraded or not filled when vacant
during 1992-93, resulting in savings somewhere in the vicinity of
$1,001,454. By 1995 additional
savings were made through
"rightsmng" which eliminated three
deans' positions, an assistant vice
president and associate provost.
In the process the University's
administrative payroll was
reduced by 18 percent for a total
recumng savings of$1,250,000.
According to Chancellor
Hairston, the efforts of the
Higher Education Funding
Commission, made up of
legislators , the Governor's
representatives, trustees, regents
and presidents of Ohio's colleges
and universities, resulted in

budget recommendations all but
ignored by the proposed Executive Budget, which slashed close
to $254 million from those
recommendations.
"We have indeed done more
for less--a lot less," says Veri;
pointing out that during this time

in enrollments and increase our
income accordingly, Shawnee
State stands the ch ance of
atrophying and going out ofbusiness . Given those conditions, I
for one, opt for becoming a larger
lllliversity.II
Income from the State ofOhio

"The visionary
Master Plan. . .
isn't worth the
paper it is
printed on."
-Dr. Clive Veri

of administrative consolidation,
enrollment at SSU this year saw
a dramatic increase. "We have
only two options out of this
funding mess. Either we do less
with less, which is the death knell
for any institution, or increase
enrollments by doing a better job
recruiting students than we have
in prior years. If we do not grow

for Shawnee State is derived from
a combination of instructional
allocation and a special Shawnee
State supplement. When added
together the Executive Office's
recommendation is $13,087,343
for Fiscal Year 1998 and
$13,300,929 for FY 1999. The
numbers represent an 0.8 percent decrease in FY 1998 and a

1.6 percent increase in FY 1999.
Tuition and fees are also added
to the state's funding base to
calculate the University's income.
According to the proposed
Executive Budget, tuition will be
capped at three
maximum
in each year for operating costs
and another one percent that
must be allocated to providing
financial aid for students. That
means if Fall 1997 enrollments
remain the same as Fall ofl 996,
Shawnee State will experience a
total income growth of about
one percent in FY 1998 and
about two percent in FY 1999.
"With inflation at about three
percent annual Iy, it is clear these
increases will not keep pace,"
Veri said.
Veri, Hairston and others
interested in higher education in
Ohio will be making appeals to
the Ohio Legislature to restore
some of the recommendations
made by the Ohio Board of
Regents and the Higher Education Funding Commission to the
final State Budget. The recom-

percent

mendations as made, say their
proponents, represent only onehalf the funding needed to get
Ohio to the national average in
public support ofhigher education. "The underfunding ofhigher
education," says Veri, "will limit
the economic growth of the
entire state and limit the futures
of its people."
"I realize," acknowledges Veri,
"that the Governor has a lot of
worthwhile areas that need funding, especially public school. But
he has to understand that the
greatness of this state lies in a
more educated population, which
is based on strong and affordable
higher education, if we are to rid
ourselves of the 'rust belt' title
Ohio has been branded with.
Such m eager funding as the
Governor has proposed, the
visionary Master Plan for Higher
Education, which consumed
thousands of hours of time to
develop by a lot of talented
people, isn't worth the paper it is
printed on."
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Return of the Beastmaster Channel Again, and Again'. • •
Surtingthechannels,lfounda
special on TBS (Turner BroadRelaxation is a nice thing, casting System). This special
especially when one needs to presentation features Andy
relax. The manner in which one Griffith in all his glory before he
relaxes takes on many shapes and left his· position as Sheriff of
forms. Listening to music, play- Mayberry to pursue a life in
ing music on an instrument, Atlanta as a lawyer. The special
driving, flying, swimming, getting is called "Seven Hours ofAndy."
drunk, smoking, shooting up, Sound familiar? It should
popping pills, snorting liners, or because in previous weeks they
just plain watching 1V can have aired "Eight Hours of Andy,"
some certain effects on the one ''EightGreatHoursofAndy,""The
needing relaxation. (I must admit Second Coming ofAndy," "Andy
that flying is a luxury only few at Marathon," "The Return of
SSU partake in.) However, one Andy," "The Andy Reunion
of these relaxation techniques Movie," "The World Special
tends to have severe conse- Encore Andy Reunion Movie,"
qtlences and can cause some se- "Can't Live without Andy Celrious side effects.
ebration," and the "First Ben
Picture yourself leaving a Matlock Movie."
Shawnee "Bear" ofa class (plug
After looking at Andy Griffith
for the "Local Angle," you'ns.) for 15 hours, let's look at 'INT
After arriving home and grabbing (Turner Network Television).
a six-pack of something cold, or Marc Singer is the Beastmaster
that once delicious pizza that is and can be seen.running around
now something cold, tum on the in a loin cloth with a tiger and a
television and find something small child also in a loin cloth.
good. Do that right now. . .
After "Beastmaster" we can see
I can wait...
"Beastmaster II," followed by
Uh, don't use the VCR, That "Beastmaster III." Then, the
is cheating. . .
Beastmaster makes another
See anything other than sneaky return. If one misses the
"Friends" that is worth watching? Beastmaster movies they can
I didn't either. Since rm writ- revel in the knowledge that next
ing this on the weekend, and week, the Beastmaster will make
''Friends" is on Thursday nights, I another appearance. So, not only
had to watch "America's Castles" is the Discovery Channel the
that fe'atured Rockefeller's WmgsandHousesNetwork, but
mansion, Morgan's mansion, TBS is the Andy Channel, and
Carnegie's mansion, and all the 1NT is the Beastmaster Channel.
bthetHhef! (eatuted fast week. (Doesrt'ed Tutne{~1tatbtng.%,
•Afterthatwas '13o~Viia's11-1om!e"·.,Marc'Singer, Andy Griffith and
Repair Through Demolition," and aiiplanes?)
"Wings." After "Wings" came
I can understand why three
"Weekend Wings, "Wmgsover channels play rock or country
Viet Nam," "Wings ofthe Luft- music all thetime. They are the
waffe," "Barbecued Wings, music channels and can do that.
"Wmgs ofWWII" and other nasty But why should other channels
"Wmgs" shows. Then, when all show a deluge of the same
is said and done, "Beyond 2000, programs?
"Next Step" and the "Return of
Look at the Turner channels
Wings." This of course was the and you can see that some shows
Discovery Channel.
get to play back to back. Usu-

by Mack

Shelton
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ally these shows were not worth episodes of "Columbo" and
seeing the first time and since their "McCloud."
cancellation they try to make it
Nickelodeon follows the same
again by airing
pattern sometwice in one
times with an
hour. "Three's
all day showCompany" did
ing of "Pete
that a few years
and Pete,"
ago, not only on
"Rugrats,"
one channel but
MY
''Doug," and
on three. (Can
Ahhh! Real
TWO
you 1magme
Monsters."
three hours of
CENTS
MTV always
John Ritter?)
shows "Road
"Gilligan's IsRules" and
land" does that every morning on "Real World" marathons. ChanTNT. "Saved by the Bell" does nel 13 and those below it have
that occasionally, but I never see irritating whiner talk shows. Why
it because of the back-to-back do we have to watch the same
11

old shows time and time again?
That is the question we should
ask. We have the capability of
viewing 500 channels with satellite dishes or 37 channels ofwhat
used to be quality cable.
Frankly, when I finally manage
to get home after class and figh!ing with our computers at the
paper, I like watching a little TV
on Saturday or Sunday. I admit
that some shows on these
channels are good, like the Hitler/
Mafia/Dead Kennedy Channel
formerly known as A&E, or "The
Simpsons" and "King ofthe Hill"
on the Commercial Channels, better known as Fox and UPN.
Sometimes there is some good

prog~arnming hke the Qriginal
"Star Trek" but it usually tends to
air a.i;ound 4 a.m. when all of
God's children should be in bed.
But, there is a formula for the
TV industry and that is tQ play a
show until everyone gets tired of
it, then have a marathon of that
show, take it off the air, then
reintroduce the show with all the
marathon splendor ofbefore.
What can we do about the
garbage on TV? How about giving up the boob tube to pursue a
better hobby like organizjng you,r
sock drawer, collectingrQCks, or
catching up on your homework?
Hmm, thatBeastmaster mapithon
is looking better all the tin:ie . .•

Campus Safety: Issues of concern
by wren Ferrell

Recently many concerns over
campus safety have been voiced.
In the last issue ofthe Chronicle,
a letter to the editor was published
concerning the need for a light at
Third and Gay Streets. In addition, the intersections at Third and
WallerandThirdandSintonneed
lights. Tryingtocrosstheseroads,
whether by car or foot, may be
hazardous to one's health.
There are safety concerns in
the dorms, as well. The closet:-and doors in.the laundry rooms
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do not open from the inside.
Should someone get locked
inside the laundry rooms the only .
way to escape it is to wait until
someone lets them out.
Outside the dorms the nwnber
oflights shining on the paths and
walkways are few and far
between. ~ome ofthe few lights
now in place are plagued with
burned out bulbs. Although
security escorts are offered to
students to and from night classes,
for some students it is not convenient or they are too shy or
em bam1ss('d to ask for it. Many
...
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students do not know how to
reach a guard even if they have
need of one.
These are problems that need
to be addressed. Since the school
is already under construction, it
should be a simple matter to fix
them.
The traffic light at Third St.
should not be difficult to obtain.
In addition, it would make sense
to recognize the stretch ofThird
St. between Chillicothe and Waller
Streets as a school zone. As for
the dorms, at the beginning ofeach
quart~r; there ~hould be saf~ty
fh1
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checks to make sure that all the
locks, windows, and doors work
correctly. At one ofthe residential education sessions held once
a month, the topic ofsafety in the
dorms should be discussed. In
the dark areas surrounding the
dorms and the Rhodes Center,
new lights should be put up and
aU bulbs should be replaced as
soon as they burn out: ·Security
guards need to be more readily
available.
With a little work and attention to detail, these safety con~ems should be Quickly allayed.
1.ll•.). tIIOU .Jl~j (L,,, '3tui.Jlw(J
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Policy Goodness. . . The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of Shawnee
State University. You can't lose when you choose to use the news and views of the students. So
that's what we do. Views expressed within these pages could be, but then again may not be the
views of the Chronicle staff or the adviser. While we are happy to print letters and news releases we ·
receive, we reserve the right not to print them ... so there!
1
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The Chronicle is also
available in these locations:

• Scioto County Courthouse
• Hall's Service Station
• Foodland West Side
• Portsmouth West H.S.
• Shupert's Grocery
• Joe's Lightning Lube
• 76 Stations
• Wal-Mart
• Southern Ohio
Communications
• Dept. of Human Services

Mr.EJitor,
I am a long time SSU student
but only recently have I used my
"Speedy" account for e-mail. My
question is this: Why do I receive
e-mail that is apparently intended
for faculty and staff only? It is
something ofan annoyance to see
15 messages, and none of them
forme.
Thank You,
A Concerned Student
ACS,
This question you bring up
is in the dear minds, hearts and
souls ofall the little children of
the world, including those in
UIS.
This system we are using,
Speedy (which it ain't), does
allow for campus mailings from
the student clear up to the
University President. Why? I
have no idea. But I will say that
UIS is currently working on a
solution that would involve
securing a separate e- -nail
account sparing the students oj
mail intended for faculty (like
phone book orders and such),

and/acuity ofthe fear that their
e-mail will be read when they
make fun of us to one another.
UIS has introduced to SSU
the availability of access for
current students and faculty
from home. Students, faculty
and organizations can build
their own Web pages now.
Rumor has it that a student can
e-mail his or her schedule to
SSU for registration. (Just
think. no more standing in long
lines only to be told that a class
no longer exists. Soon it can
be done with relative ease and
comfortfrom home!).
But, to answer your question
about the e-mail system on
campus, the time-!ine for when
this phase gets completed is tentatively around fall quarter.
Until then, use your Speedy
account in· true faith, allegiance, and earnest love and
things will get better.
In the past, the Chronicle
placed survey questions on
page 2 where this Letter to the
Editor section is. We have
placed a box on each newspaper stand so people could reply
without having to come all the

way to our office. After a while,
we have managed to collect
enough responses to warrant
the following:
From our survey questionnaire boxes since our first this
school year, we had seven
replies concerning the Massie
Hall brick staining, all negative;
none concerning any other issue; 2/ cents; candy wrappers;
and a · reply that should be
commented on.
This reply was from Issue 7.
The guestion was basically a
"How are we doing?" survey.
This is what we received from
the ATC stand:
"It's doing OK. The stories and
reports are fine. . . You need
more want ads, a fwmy page,
some goofy stories and above all,
proofread before printing. I have
found several errors! This would
make a better paper! Oh, and
learn how to spell!"
OK, I'm guilty on the spelling part. During Issues 6 and
7, only three of us worked on
the paper and I will be the first
to admit that "quality control"
was not a strong point. As far
as more pages offunny stories,
we are working toward getting

comics in the issues. Classified
ads are a necessity and we
would like to reach more people
offcampus. That is why we are
distributing at "the Mecca of
Scioto County," Wal-Mart,
and other locations.
Rather than being a jerk
. am/ teUing ·every~ne,, to print
their own newspaper, I must
agree thai the University
Chronicle is not a perfect
publication. Despite the many
years ofstudents toiling away
taking the same "Intro. to.Journalism "'classes, the paper has
withstood many criticisms and
continues to survive to,day,
obviously. But I will pose this
question to the readers:
Do you think Shawnee State
University needs a major, or at
least a minor, in Journalism ?
Please let us kn·ow. It -iE; however, the 'third most requested
course of study by, new
student'$_.
Submit your vote ofopinion
to the University Chronicle
office located in the basement
of the Office Annex.
Thanks/or your sur-vey! Jte
will strive to do better'for you
in the future.
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Women's Basketball (continued)
unbeaten in the MOC, and h?s
played well almost regardless of
competition. At 12-0, SSU has
dominated the conference, and
has scored over 100 points in
conference games three times.
The last two games by the Lady
Bears have both been 100-point
games. First, the SSU team beat
up on Ohio Dominican 108-65
on Jan. 28. The latest victim was
Rio Grande in an away game that
turned into a 111-61 thrashing of
Rio Grande.
The only other 100-point game
was earlier in the year against Rio
Grande at home, a 103-97 victoiy. Games still on the schedule
are Walsh in an away game, Tiffin
at home, Mt. Vernon away,
Walsh at home, and Cedarville
College away. The MOC Division II Tournament will be held

COMING IN FEBRUARY. ..

'
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Monday - Tuesday_
_
Sign up for SPB's Puzzle-a-thon! Sign up sheets will be
available at the information desk. We will be holding this puzzle
building contest from 2-10 on Monday and from 10-8 on
-,Tueida¥. Prizes will be.awarded to the qwckc;AA.l}m~,.u._,,.,.
Tuesday
B. Y.O.B. Day (Bring Your Own Bowl) Come and enjoy
oreos and ice cream with the SPB crew. All you need to bring is
your appetite and a bowl.
Wednesday- Thursday
We will be collecting everyone's votes for King and Queen
from 10-8 on Wednesday and from 10-4 on Thursday Make
sure you come and support your candidates!
Thursday- Friday
Come and dance till your heart is content at our Dance
Marathon. It will be sponsored by SPB and the Dream Factory
ofSouthern Ohio. It will begin at 7:30 p.m. at that night's basketball game and will continue till 7:30 on Friday. The dance will be
held in the UC after the game. Get someone to sponsor you and
help us raise money for the Dream Factory and future SPB events.
Be sure to come for as long as you can and bring a friend too!

Co~

by Neal Palin
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Emergency Road Service
Maps, Tour Books & Trip-tiks
Free Travel Services
Exclusive Member Discounts

Tuesday-Friday: 10a.m.- 6p.m.
Saturday: 10a.m.- 4p.m.

354-5614

P RES. & O WNE R

OVER 48 YEARS OF
SERVING THE AREA

LOAN AND JEWELRY

..

:,Treat Your
To:
. Sweetheart
.
: A Pedicure . Mamcure,
:
Facial & Hairstyle.

i

GALLIA ST.

PORTSMOUTH. Ol-llO45662
(614)353-4250
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438 Second Street • Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
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537 Second Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662-3805
(614) 353-8689

For More Information Call Your
Local AAA Office
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Over 500 local postcards, pictures
and Portsmouth pieces
Star Trek and Star Wars, plus Starlog
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The Krispy Kreme Doughnut shop in Atlanta was a virtual icon from the dining area by a low wall (perhaps three feet tall) topped by
to those familiar with the place. The dated structure, with its glazed an immense glass window which gave us all a perfect view ofthe
tile exterior (primarily white in color) and its soft-hue green and inner workings ofthe kitchen. It was no simple baking operation. A
pinkish-red neon sign stood in sharp contrast to the modem granite caravan oflinked metal conveyors rolled past, forming a miniature
and glass high-rise structures that were aggressively filling Atlanta's roller-coaster for pastries which angled in every direction and passed
skyline. To the uninitiated tourist, the Krispy Kreme was an odd. through a medley ofovens and glazing machines. The kitchen was
somewhat forbidding little shop--especially at that time of day. To always in full swing, churning out thousands ofdoughnuts each hour.
me, rarely was a place more inviting or interesting.
The melted glaze that dripped offthe whirring links and the speed at
Maybe doughnut "shop" isn't quite an adequate description. which the conveyor moved threw off a smell of almost overbearing
The place was more of a doughnut "factory" that was open to the sweetnessthat engulfed the entire buildingandhalfacity blockbeyond
public. On any given early Atlanta morning
The waitresses seemed to mimic the
the sounds and the bristling activity ofthis
characteristics ofthe building itself in their
appearance. Brick solid and middle aged,
little shop transcended the nonnal stillness of
There
is
a
certain
that hour like the passing ofan express freight
they wore calf-length polyester wuforms of
train through a quiet rural town.
camaraderie between
pale pink trimmed in white, often embroiThere is a certain camaraderie between
.
dered with italicized initials. Ofcourse, they
people who are up ,n
alsosportedtheultimatetouchofflair--the
people who are up in those wee, uninhabited
hours. Generally, I could count on running
those wee anirthabited dfbeehfye" hairdo. Sun,eying the scene, I
,H,'H - envisionedm.yselfi:n.·a HafiPY'Dajs episode
· ~individuals who, like·myself, were in
some similar state oflimited (or heightened)
hours.
and often wondered when Richie, Pottsie,
awareness, whether caused by lack ofsleep
Mouth and the "Fonz" would come walking
or an ingested substance ofsome type. This
through the front door for their share of
was particularly true ofthe Krispy Kreme at 3:00 a.m.. The variety ec lairs. The working girls were congenial though. They laughed and
of clientele ranged from unwashed derelicts (who were in badly need joked with their customers and only occasionally became annoyed-of a comb if not a complete pesticide dip) to attractive secretaries usually when some poor stoned fool tried to place an additional order
dressed in sequined evening gowns, dates for the evening in tow. for more doughnuts with six already stuffed in his mouth and they
These diverse individuals--who would probably not even look twice couldn't understand a word he was saying.
The sights, the smells, the "oddballs," the unexpected interacat one another during the daylight hours--would smile, laugh, and
converse with each other as ifthey shared some distant relative or tions, and the absolute pleasure of gulping down coffee and those
freshly baked doughnuts at 3 :00 a.m. were pleasures I returned to
past experience.
Yes, I believe it was a doughnut "factory," ~d we were all often, alone and with friends, and in my own varying states of
there for one thing-the fresh, hot "melt-in-your-mouth-Y'all" dough- consciousness. I would go to be fed and to be entertained just as I
nuts that were being made even as we sat at the cow1ter drinking our had gone to the circus as a child.
I was never disappointed.
truck-driver strength coffee. The baking area itselfwas separated

Saturday
Come to the game and see the crowning of this year's
Homecoming King and Queen while you cheer on our Bears!!

FREDZUBER

"

The Krispy Kreme in Atlanta:
A Late Night Portrait

Homecoming Week 1997 will occur from Friday, Feb. 14 to
Saturday, Feb. 22. This year's Homecoming Dance will kick off
the Homecoming Week in celebration ofValentine's Day starting
at 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday, Feb. 14. A cash bar will be available
on the second floor ofthe UC and refreshments will be catered
by Aramark, and pictures taken by Jon's Photos. The following
are activities sponsored by the Student Programtl'ling Board.
Please plan to attend-bring your Valentine and your dancing shoes!

B ANDB
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on Feb. 25, March 1, and again
on March 3.
So far, Vernita Provitt has led
all scorers with high scores of32,
30, and 26 points for the three #
"'"'""""""""""'"'~"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"""""""'"'"'"'
,..
#
The Silhouette would like to publish your stories, your
highest totals among leading scorffl-j ~}\T"rJ
O ~...,
O
musings, yourwordsofwisdom,yourcautionaryta/es,yourflights
f' \J JII. . (!'f Al l
Jl1. .\\t...,
f'
ers. Erica Hayes has al~ contrib- #
# ·fJffancy, and your reflections on life. We still welcome your
uted to the offense, being the
r, ...
] ...
:ioetry and art work but would like to broaden the conversation
0
leading scorer in several of the #
~J .Jll . _ .l J
't(.., QI., ..,
# .•o include talkers as well as poets and artists.
last few games.
#
#
Neal Palin, a student here at Shawnee State, reminisces, in
Barring the occurrence of a #
--e---.D.r- --e # :,vhatfollows, upon his /ate-night excursions to a certain doughmajor injwy to one ofthe starting #
J
Jl. l .fJl # 11utshop.
players, or an end ofthe season "'"""""'"'"'"""""'"'"""""'"""'"'"""""""'"'"""""'"'""""""
This piece began as a simple writing exercise in a composicollapse, the women's team has tion class. No doubt 1ou have writings ofyour own--and if not writings, then thoughts--that you would like to share. So please
a veiy real chance at a Division II consider this an invitorion to submit your writings to the Silhouette. We are collecting works for the "Spring/Summer 1997" issue
championship this year. Earlier and would like to hea··jromyou.
this season, the head coach ofthe
Please drop wor.11 off in the Silhouette mailbox in the 1004 Building. Call Kate Palguta at ext. 525 ifyou have any questions.
team, Robin Smith, reached the
200-victoiy mark. This is a team
that deserves all the support the
:fuculty and fans can generate. Go
Lady Bears!

Homecoming Week
February 17 - 21

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

Around Campus

Post Cards, Books, Railroad Prints,
Books & Railroad Magazines, Political
Magazines, WWII & Older, Esquire,
Old Advertisements.

_1\

ON SALE $20
Civil War Newspapers

=-Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post,
Indian Prints & Coca-Cola Ads, Ringling, Barnum & Bailey Prints.
400 Lunch Boxes • Special Price by the Lot.

·····
-· ·--···~····.................fi]pE21E21E21E2JIIE2Jll~~~~~~~~~~~~~g}iglig}ig}ig}i~~~~;;M;;M~/g _
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SSU Golf Team members reflect on
impressive .season

Shawnee State University

\.

1997 Spring Golf Schedule

Team effort stressed as the norm over inter-team competition

Saturday-Sunday

March22-23

Concord Invitational
Pipestem

Monday-Tuesday

March24-25

Bluefield Invitational
Bluefield, WV

Wednesday-Thursday

March26-27

Glenville Invitational
Oxbow

by Crystal Stapleton

The Shawnee State University Golf Team is quite dynamic this year. Golfis a spring sport at SS U, although there is a mini-season in the
· fall. Golfis a NAIA Division II sport. SSU's GolfTeam is coached by a local man, Roger Merb.
lbis fall the team played in four tournaments. The team has had a most impressive record.
TonyBrownisafour-yearmemberofthegolfteamandastudentin Scott Flesher is a third-year member of the golf team and also a
student in the College ofBusiness:
the College ofBusiness.
Crystal Stapleton: At what high school did you play golf?

Crystal Stapleton:· At what high school did you play golf?
Scott Flesher: Morgan High School in McConnellsville, Ohio.

CS: How many years have you played for SSU?
TB: lbis is my fourth season. I am the only senior on the team this
year.

CS: How many years in total have you played golf?
SF: Seven years.

. Tony Brown: Ironton High School.

CS: What has been your career highlight this far?
CS: What tournaments this year do you feel will have the best SF: (Smiles) The Lincoln Memorial Tournament in Jonesville, Va.
outcomes for SSU?
Four out ofthe five team members made all tournament team. It was
TB: The MOC Division Tournament at Apple Valley (MolDlt Vernon) just about a clean sweep. We came home with a lot oftrophies. Our
should be a great tournament. We have the best chance ofwinning coach was even awarded.
.
- Districts. It's a 54-holetoumament.
CS: How do you feel the team ,vill fare this year in the MOC?
CS: Who were the members ofthe golf team this fall?
SF: I believe we will win the MOC this year. Last year we finished
TB: Lanny Rice, Bryan Sturgill, Scott Flesher, Matt Harr, Jason second to Malone. After winning the Jonesville tolllllament this fall,
Donahoe and myself.
that has prompted many other offers for us to play in othertoumaments.
· CS: How did the team do this fall?
· TB: (Smiles) GREAT! I believe this is one of the best golf
teams SSU has ·seen in the past few years. At Cedar Hill there
were some records set. The team set a SSU record of a 285
combined[score].
·

CS: What do feel are the differences between playing high school
and college golf?
SF: There is a lot more competition in high school. Everyone is
fighting for a position on the Varsity team. In college, it is definitely
more of a team sport.

Saturday

March29

Thlll'Sday

April3

Urbana Invitational
Woodland

Friday-Saturday

April 11-12

Southeastern KY
Invitational
Crooked Creek

Friday-Sunday

April25-27

Cleveland State
Invitational
Quail Hollow

SSU Invitational
Elk's

Tuesday

April29

Cedatville Invitational
Cowitry Club
ofthe North

Wednesday-Friday

May 7-9

MOC Championship
Apple Valley

Sunday-Sunday

May 18-24

NAIA National
Championship
Tulsa Country Club

Inclement Weather Class
Schedule
A reminder from the VP. of Student Affairs. . .
t'.WJ

tr
Don't for

et your
Valentine with an

Tl

In instances ofvery severe weather, the university may delay the start of the class day or cancel
classes. If the start of classes is delayed, the following Inclement Weather Schedule will be
used. Please listen to radio or watch area TV stations for announcements.
Ifthe Inclement Weather Schedule is annoWlced, classes beginning at the times in the "Regular
Schedule" column will be delayed and begin at the time in the "Late" column. Meeting locations
will not change.

Monday - Thursday Classes
Regular Schedule
8:00 - 9:50 a.m.
l 0:00 - 11 :50 a.m.
12:00- 1:50 p.m.
2:00 - 3:50 p.m.
4:00 -5 :50 p.m.

Late
10:00-11 :25 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 12:55 p.m.
1:00 - 2:25 p.m.
2:30-3:55 p.m.
Normal Schedule

"Friday Only" Classes
Regular Schedule
8:00 - 11 :50 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.
12:00 - 3:50 p.m. or
1:00 - 4:50 p.m.

Late
10:00 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.
12:00 - 3:50 p.m.
2:00 - 4:50 p.m.

This schedule can also be seen in your 1997 Winter Schedule. Please use caution on the road
<luring bad weather.

Thanks Scioto County for V?ting Us #1

Larry Moore Sporting Goods
304 Chillicothe Street
353-1917
For ALL your sporting good needs-Trophies & Plaques - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do Greek printing .

Jlniucrsity <tritrnniclt
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•° Cfassics Corner 0•
Winter Quarter 1997
•
• International Film Festival
o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o
TITLE: Dr. Straogelove or: How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love
the Bomb

DIRECTOR: Stanley Kubrick
STARS: Peter Sellers, George C.
Scott, Sterling Hayden, Keenan
Wynn, Slim Pickens
RATING: @@@~

Nuclear war
was never
so fun

a ride on a nuclear bomb gets high
Ferrell and William Cassidy
marks in my book!"
Ferrell, on the otherhand, said,
"Dr. Stangelove" is director "This movie started out really
Stanley Kubrick's classic 1963 slow... it was way too serious
black comedy about nuclear for a comedy. The only parts I
devastation. U.S. Air Force liked were the 15 minutes when
Commander Jack D. Ripper Dr. Strangelove [Peter Sellers]
I
(Sterling Hayden), convinced that was in it."
All of us agreed that the scene
fluoridation of water is a Communist plot to "sap and impurify where nuclear bombs are explodall ofour precious bodily fluids," ing to Vera Lynn's "We'll Meet
orders his planes to launch a Again," was tastefully off-color,
'.nuclear strike against Russia. but funny. (Hey, if you're watchOnce the President Murkheim ing a nuclear holocaust, you may
Muckley (Peter Sellers) learns of as well hear some cheery music!)
When watching this movie,
this, he attempts to recall the
planes before their bombs set off keep in mind it was released in
the Soviets' Doomsday Device, 1963, during the days of air raid
a device which will irradiate the drills and the tail end ofthe "Red
entire planet for 93 years with a Scare" paranoia, and the woundsubstance called Cobalt 40MG, licking time of the Bay of Pigs
fiasco, when fear ofnuclear war
killing everythlng.
Sounds serious, right? Well, was rampant. It's refreshingly
not exactly. Sure, everything strange to see a movie overtly
that's going on is serious, but it's lampooning the serious subjects
all approached in this weird comi- ofthe day.
Peter Sellers deserves special
cal manner that only Kubrick can
deliver.
posthumous credit for playing
This film received a mixed three parts in the film: President
review from us Chronicle critics. Murkheim Muckley, Col. Lionel
Mack Shelton and William Mandrake, and Dr. Strangelove
Cassidy liked it, while Wren himself. All these parts are well
Ferrell thought that it was only acted, and the scenes involving
"mildlyhumorous." Accordingto Sellers' characters are usually the
Shelton, "I've seen it probably best. For example, the phone
eleventy-million times, and I still scene in which the President
like it. . . The movie reflects on explains to Russian Premier
two major genres: lampooning the Dmitri Kissov that planes are
dubious paranoia of the Red coming to launch a nuclear attack
Scare while offering a Playboy (as against his country: "Well, now
in the magazine) mentality." what happened is, uh, one of our
Shelton was intrigued, some base commanders... well he sort
would say obsessed, by the of had, he went a little funny
sexual references of the film. in the head ... you know, just a
These references range from the little funny, and, uh, he went and
scene where planes refuel, to the did a silly thing... Well, f ll tell
Playboy magazines shown, to the you what he did, he ordered
reference to Ripper's impotence, his planes, to attack your
or "loss of essence," he thought country... well, let me finish,
was caused by fluoridation.
Dmitri..." This scene is typical
Cassidy liked the social com- ofthe bizarre comical treatment
mentaries ofthe film more: "The the serious subject matter receives
best scene ofthe movie was when throughout the film.
the Soviet ambassador talked
The movie is indeed a classic,
about a 'Doomsday gap,' refer- though somewhat dated, but we
ring to the 'missile gaps' everyone still gave it a rating ofthree and a
was so scared ofin the '60s. Plus, halfAtomic Symbols.
any movie where someone takes

PARAMOUNT BEAUTY ACADEMY
Se,v/ce,

by Andy Roberts

Boba Fett stalking the hanger of
Mos Eisley in search ofHan Solo
In 1977 one man gave birth to was a significant plus. Lucas had
the legend that would forge the planned on having Jabba in the
futtn-e offiction as mankind knew original version, but could not
Babette's ·Feast
Feb. 18:
it. The man was
make the alien
(1987, Denmark)
George Lucas,
correctly.
and the movie
They cut his
TITLE: Star Wars
11
Cinema Paradiso
Feb. 25:
DIRECTOR: George Lucas
was "StarWars.
scene before it
STARS:
Marie
Hamill,
Harrison
Children
in
the
went
to the
(I 988, Italy)
Ford, Canie Fisher, David Prowse,
late '70s and
theatres. But
Alec Guinness
now, in place
The Festival is sponsored by SSU's Department early '80s were
RATING: * * * * * * .
consumed by
ofthe stand-in
of the Humanities. The Festival is organized by this trilogy, and
actor, a comSSU' s International Cinema Club.
while it may not have been the puter generated Jabba the Hutt
most profit-generating movie in has been inserted, bringing Han's
history, the "Star Wars" trilogy dealings with the interstellar gang- holds a special place in the hearts ster to life, and explaining exactly
why Han was being hunted by ·
ofmillions across the world.
And now, when the children every.bounty hunter in the galaxy.
What about Luke's longtime
that grew up on the legend have
come of age and have become friendships with members ofthe
Heyl Check the,se out!!
nominally prosperous with jobs squadron that attacked the Death
and money oftheir own, the leg- Star? Before, the audience was
We will be reviewing movies, good and bad, cult classics and
endary film has been re-released left asking why a farmer from the
pure trash. If you would like to see your favorite movie
with must-see updated special middle of nowhere was sent on
reviewed, tell us or do it yourselfand we'll print it!
effects which cost more than the such an important mission after
PLUS,
original filming ofthe movie. Was having joined the Rebel forces
the movies we review .can be purchased by .Student ~ctivities
this just an accident? I think not. only how-s earlier. Now, some of
IF you like them. Since you can check out a movie or two for
Though the story is basically the confusion is explained.
free, why not check out the ones you really want?
unchanged, it was worth the
The main problem with this reIf you like a movie we review and want it to be available in the
$5.50 to see it on the big screen, release is simply this: everyone
Activities Center, send them a list and they'll buy it for you!
regardless ofthe updates. How- has already seen it Ifyou enjoyed
ever, seeing Jabba the Hutt and the movie to begin with, it is a
must see. Technically, the movie
was n~ly flawless. Though some
of the computer-generat-ed
people--stonntroopers in particular--are somewhat unbelievable in the way they move, on
the whole the special effects
enhancements are wonderful.
The town ofMos Eisley has been
turned from a tiny bar and spaceport into a booming desert
metropolis. The scenes of dog• fighting spaceships have been
greatly enhanced. No longer.are
the ships surrounded by washedout brown boxes. No longer does
Luke's landspeeder look like a
dressed up Pinto; now it actually
flies three feet offthe ground.
Many mistakes were fixed with
the release ofthe Special Edition,
but there are still a few. Darth
Vader's light saber still magically
changescolor(fromred to blue)
moments after he kills Obi Wan
Kenobi. The sabers still cast
shadows during the duel between
Vader and Obi Wan.
I found the movie quite entertaining, and give it a six star
rating, but then again, I was raised
on "Star Wars. " I had the lunch
box, the toys, the books, the
coloring books, the clothes, the
underwear, the Halloween costumes, the bed sheets, the
collector's cards, and even the
breakfast cereal (which, by the
way,
was nothing but repackaged
"WE'RE THE VIDEO STORE WITH MORE"
Captain Crunch).

Mephisto
(1981, Hungary)

.

We've
Expanded.
more HITS.
more COPIES!

4055 Rhodes Avenue, New Boston·456-4292
West: 702 Gay Street, Portsmouth 354-7822

SSU students - 10°/o discount

peifo~~:,~,.,:!.?1~:,d/n,~<10,i~ t=l2O~T

Perms ... $23.00 & up
Haircuts •.. $5.00
FREE HAIRCUT WITH PERM
• Waving
• Hair Design & Makeup
• Manicures/Pedicures
• Eyelash & Eyebrow
• Relaxers
Tinting
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 4:00
917 Gallia Street, Portsmouth
(614) 353-2436
Sat. 8:30 - 4:00

Chevron

•

Tuesdays 6 pm ---- Free Admission
Presenting Oscar Winners
Feb. 11:

by Mack Shel ton, Wren

•

Vern Riffe Center for the Arts, Main Theater

Star Wars blasts
another generation
with more dialogue
and better effects

Joseph B. Halcomb, Jr.

930 11th Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

l2OW

(614) 353-5384

$3.00 Off Quaker State oil change with valid student ID

-~
The imlltgent oil-

••• l l l l f l Ulllf ~ • tf
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Internet 101: On Talkers, Internet Cafe H~ppenings
Chatlines and MUDS
with Al Hanson

The most popular part of the
Internet explored today is the
World Wide Web(WWW). This
Ahhh, th_e Internet! An abso- part ofthe Internet allows you to
lute virtual universe, everything j ump from place to place all over
existing as packets of encrypted the world viewing and download:mumbo jumbo. Back in the ing every little bit infonnation you
:beginning oftime (well, when the could ever want, even some you
:Apple Ile was the hip thing to may not want.1he Web has many
have as a home PC), these tools forfin~gthis information,
:Wonderful little packets would most ofwhich are search engines.
have been useless line noise. The They search topics on the Web
'world ofcomputers has taken off for you and al 1you have to do is
:Since that time in the early '80s.
PCs today are faster, smaller and
:capable ofrunning 1000 times as
:many processes. These once useJess packets have now become
:Wonderful graphics, sounds, and
'.even people themselves. The
Jnternet has grown in immense
proportions in the last three to five
:years, bringing everything right
'.i nto our own homes.
sort through the matches it finds
' The majority ofthe people on and pick the site that contains the
'.fhe Internet are now point-and- information you are looking for.
;click "hackers," everyone who Some of these search tools are:
:browses even the smallest Web Yahoo (http://www.yahoo.com),
_p age has now entered the world Lycos (http://www.lycos.com),
pf computers as an entry level and, of course, Webcrawler
:"hacker." The Internet has (http://www.webcrawler.com).
:become extremely user-friendly, T hese can make great research
'.allowing all to see the many places tools for any topic you may need
:and worlds they may never have forpapers,projectsandclasswork.
'.seen. "Egads!" you say, the InterBelieve it or not, the Web is
:net is a Macintosh? No, not not theonlythingonthelntemet.
~xactly, it is easy to use but Before all the graphics and fancy
:doesn't rely on any one type of icons there was a text-based
;computer platform. Anyone from alternate reality on the Internet,
:anywhere with any type of com- known as Talkers, Chats, or
)ptUet; p~iam~ "tl iey;:haVtf an MUDiLTiie~e little hidden sec?Internet sewtt!8 i:,ttNl\.1er in theft• ·tions of the mlemet based on "C'1
:neighborhood, can get to the 'Net. language programming gave

people places to go to talk with
friends, family, and people from
around the world. Talkers and
Chats are based on the concept
of a gathering ofvirtual people in
one place where they can have
large group discussions orjusttalk
to ce$in individuals. MUDs, on
the other hand, are more along the
lines ofrole playing adventures,
very similar to the ever popular
"Dungeons and Dragons" style of
role playing games. These are
major hangouts for people who
are not capable ofgraphical Web
browsing, or who are just bored
with the Web. Some ofthe more
popular Talkers & Chats on the
Shawnee State campus are: Vmeyard (mud.igc.netport4242)and
one of the newest talker to hit
the 'Net: . Lonesome October
(dilbert.shawnee.edu port 4242).
A couple popular MUDs include:
Stick in the Mud (mud.stick.org
port 9000) and Nitemare
(gandalf.pht.com port 3000).
Try some of these sites out,
have fun, and if you need help
contact someone in the SSCS
(Shawnee State Computer Society), a student organization put
together to help students learn
more about the Internet and its
workings. If you don!t know a
member, send an email to either
JW 1WOODS@shawnee.edu or
JJOHNSON@shawnee.edu for
any information concerning th"
club. The next meeting of the
SSCS will be on Monday, Feb
17, at 4:30 p.m. in COM 030,
and everyone is invited.

A labor of love. . .

It pays t() advertise i11 the
Cfironic/e! ' 355-2502

by Jl!Jilles Woods
UC Graphics Advisor

'

Answers to the previous

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
provided. The letters in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal a Valentine's Day word.

THRAE
' YANCD

EVOLR

I

SLOFEWR

http://www.jellybelly.com/
Every day they give away 500 samples of Jelly Belly jelly beans just for fillini out a
little survey: Did you know that jelly beans were used by the ancient Degytians as a unit of
currency? Take a cyber tour ofthe j elly bean factory. Bet you didn't know that two lemon
and two coconut Jelly Belly jelly beans taste like a bite out ofMom's lemon meringue pie,
(you can get the recipe!)
http://nasdaq.com/
Get up -to-the-minute quotes on any stock listed in the NASDAQ Stock Exchange.
http://www.fodors.com/
Your smart choice for travel. You can plan your personal trip planner.
http://www.city.com
Your guide to the world. Check out the U.S. and international cities most popular
with your fellow CityNet travelers. Pan across cities and zoom in to the street level. Find
a street and address and print full size maps. CityNet Coponcierge will help you plan the
perfect trip, all from the comfort of your Internet Cafe.
http://www.disgruntled.com/
DISGRUNT LED is a new magazine that combines news, features, satire and
commentary about the darker side of the world of work. Ifyou are DISGRUNTLED, they
want to hear from you . Tell them stories about why your job sucks, how miserable your
boss is and what you do to vent your frustrations or get even.
http://www.lavamind.com/ ·
T he goal of LavaMind is to prO\ ide alternative entertainment with original characters, stories, design and gam~Jav. In the long term, LavaMind h9pes..to build a reputation.
-around the uniqueness, fndlvitluaJity, and quality of their work.
GAZILLIONAIRE: A wacky economic simulation game with funky Monty
Python style graphics. The game-play is similar to a cross between Monopoly. Spaceward
Ho. and SimCity.
ZAPITALISM: A sophisticated strategy/adventure game with unusual 3D graphics
and a unique sense of humor. The idea is to make zillions of zables building a financial
empire in the fantasy wot ld of Mermadam .
,Q.

·-

SUPERCOMPUTER

I

ATTENTION PREMEDICAL
SCIENCE STUDENTS

AND STATISTICS.

- B. DISRAELI

FINTO FACE

(itiiiZ.)
The cri• to ram

ame

'. REWJYEL
::

Directions: Each letter below represents a different letter of the
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous person's
quotation. Clue: U equals B.

: soRES

YNMH KNMSM'W J FSSAFTM
YAKNVZK RVEM KNMSM YARR UM

'·

·";;..iiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiii.iiii~~

i

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ; ; ; ; . i

0000000000

11

•

Al Hanson is Coordinator, University Center Operations.

THERE ARE THREE KINDS OF LIES: LIES, DAMNED LIES,

SPLOUCE

...

The Internet Cafe is open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays,
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays, and
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

CRYPTO

CANEROM

..... ,

http://www.download.com/
F ind the b est catego r ized collection of software fo r the P C a nd Mac at
DOWNLOAD.COM It has the coolest shareware, freeware, and commercial demos and
makes downloading as painless as possible. Take a peek at "the beginner's guide to
DOWNLOAD.COM" to learn all you need to know about navigating through the site and
managing all of your downloads.

Answer to the previous

THOOLACCE

:·

http://www.bigbook.com/
A whole new kind of Yellow Pages.
What's in BigBook?
BigBook Network. Link to BigBook! Buttons, search forms, and more.
Jobs. Overpaid? Underpaid? We can help.
Category Finder. A quick and easy way to find the type of business you're looking for.
BigBook 3D. Find real businesses in their virtual cities.
Maps! Street-level locations of 16,000,000 U.S. businesses.

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/
Home Page of the N ational Geographic Society. Your travel ticket to Travel
Magazine, National Geographic Magazine, and Map Machine.

1:!,CR~+~Lf.
MONITOR
INTERNEI
PRINTER
DISK DRIVE
MODEM
PROCESSOR
MEMORY
KEYBOARD
BACKUP
SOUND CARD

This article will describe some of the Web pages you can explore on the World Wide Web.
Stop by the Internet Cafe and "Go all over the world."

RVEM YAKNVZK JFSSAFTM.
- UMH CSFHIRAH

MEDICAL SCIENCE STUDY CLUB
**********MEETING**********
FEBRUARY 14TH 12NOON- 1PM
COMMONS ROOM 005
COME MEET PAST GRADUATES

ff§!,)

TnnelAgency

What can we do for you. .. :

Airline Tickets, Cruises, Air Tours
Motorcoach Tours, Amtrak, & Travel Insurance

Your Full Service Travel Agency
For More Information Call Your
Local AAA Office
· 354-5614

t I
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AD *$0/o#... BUY*$%#... SELL *$%# .•.
(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get your *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.
EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE

We pay $50/week for an average of
Ideal for students.
No sales involved. Begin work right
after Christmas break. Send SASE
now for details and application.
Brooke Investment Group, P.O. Box
235, Phelps, NY 14532.

Firewood for sale, $40.00 a truckload
delivered, split or round. Also Boston Terrier puppies $150.00 - $200.00
Call (614) 372-4031

ftwo hours work.

I

!:- - - - - - - - - - 1CRUISE&LAND-TOUREMPLOYMENT - Industry offers Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean),
incomparable benefits, & good pay.
Find out how to start the application
process now! Cruise Employment
Services provides the answers. Call
800-276-4948 Ext. C62301 . (We are a
research & publishing company)

Al.ASKASUMMEREMPWYMENf
Fishing Industry. Details on how to
d a high-paying job with excellent
enefits (transportation + room &
oard). Forinfonnation: 800-276-0654
xt A62301. (We are a research &
ublishing company)
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
nvelopes. For details- RUSH $1.00
·th SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 6547
Academy Blvd.Dept N, Colorado
prings, Co. 80918

-)1

4'~ 1998 omo LEGISLATIVE
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

PRE-FORMED GROUPS

Are you looking for somewhere to go?

<l!/!Jj)

Motorcoach Department can arrange bus
only or bus, hotel, attractions and meals for one or
more days for your class or group organization.

Blue '74 Nova Custom 350, 2 bbl.
auto., air, Kenwood stereo, rebuilt
transmission, new Crager rims tires,
invested $3,000, all documentation
since '74, 89,000 original miles. Asking$4,500o.b.o. Call l-(513)-259-1465,
or l-(513)-480-0042 {pager ).

j:

I

For more Information Call

RCA ColorTrak 1V. cable-ready, $25.
Call 355-2278

1-800-887-1976

Kenmore washer and dryer. Good
condition, $7 5.00/both. Call 574-6140

FINANCIAL AID

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000

COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID- Student Financial Services profiles over
200,000+ individual scholarships,
grants, loans, and fellowships--from
private & government funding
sources. A MUST FOR ANYONE
SEEKINGFREEMONEYFORCOLLEGE! l-800-263-6495 Ext.F62301.
(We are a research & publishing
company)

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.

<!t4rnnicl.e 1\hu.ertising
Jnlicu
"l"l fhile we are pleased to serve you with
VV stories and features regarding students and

campus life, we must stress that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality
newspaper. The University Chronicle is currently
undergoing major changes in look, policy and
structure. As with larger college newspapers, we
are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales rather
than budgeted university funding. Our advertising prices are available and can be given to any
person or organization seeking ad space with the
University Chronicle. Campus clubs and organizations will be charged specially reduced prices.
Thank you,
Mack W. Shelton, Jr.
UC/ Editor-in-Chief
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1Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find I

1out if there is a place for you to live off campus?

i
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This paper is printed on 100%
asbestos-free paper that was
created from a lengthy process
that is legendary in these parts as
being the most tasty mix of the
freshest barley, grains and hops
all stirred into a savoi:y flavor that
is good for all ofGod's children.

Your ad:
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The Ohio Legislative Service Commis~ion is seeking
applicants for 22 legislative intern positions. Successful
applicants will be employed on a full-time basis, from the
first week of December 1997 to December 31, 1998. The
annual salary for the 1998 program will be $19,200.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must complete at least a bachelor's degree program prior to December 1, 1997. Residents and nonresidents of
Ohio may apply. Successful applicants have above average
communication skills and generally have a "B" average or higher. •
The program is open to all majors.
SELECTION
. Applications must be postmarked by April 15, 1997 to be
considered. A screening committee will select a limited nwnber
ofapplicants for personal interviews. Final selections will be made
from those applicants selected for a second interview. Selections
are scheduled to be completed by mid-Jwie.
INTERN DUTIES
Legislative interns are delegated a wide range of duties ·
depending on their particular assignment and abilities. Generally, ·
interns can expect to:
• research various subjects of interest to members of the
Ohio General Assembly,
• assist members in their constituent work,
• attend committee hearings, and
• compile information for speeches or press releases.

Many duties require an intern to attend evening,wrnmittee. .
meetings and floor sessions. An intern should not plan-on attend-,
ing school on a part-time basis during the internship.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Persons interested in applying for an Ohio Legislative '.
Internship position must complete ·a 1998 Ohio Legislative .
Internship Program application form prior to April 1S, 1997. '

Applications and additional explanatoi:y materials should be :
available in college placement offices and major departmental :
offices. Copies may be obtained by contacting the Ohio Legisla- :
tive Service Commission at the address indicated below.
·
Persons interested in the program are strongly encomaged :
to visit the State House prior to the application deadline and
discuss the program with current interns and program administrators. Anyone needing an accommodation to participate in the ·
application process should contact the office listed below.
Interested persons may schedule State House visits or request
application materials by writing or phoning:

OHIO LEGISLATIVE SERVICE COMMISSION
Legislative Internship Program
Vern Riffe Center
77 South High Street, Ninth Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43266-0342
PHONE: 1-614-466-3615
The Ohio Service Commission is an equal opportunity employer.

phone number: (

I
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Come to the basement of Facilities/ Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 I 355-2278
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For more information and application forms, please contact ·
Professor S. Hadjiyannis at x44S or in Commons 138.

See it in here!

$0.15 / word to staff and students with valid ID.
$0.20 /word to faculty and alumni with valid ID.
'I Photos accompanying ad .. . $1 .00 plus photo.
11

ATI'ENTION COLLEGE GRADUATES
INTERESTED IN PUBUC SERVICE.
FULL-TIME PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WITH THE STATE LEGISLATURE.

The Learning Center, now located in the Library,
needs more tutors. As a current student at
Shawnee State University you can be a tutor; you
may tutor courses that you have completed with an
A or B grade, and for which you have faculty
approval. Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in
the Learning Center. Tutors are paid minimum
wage. The Leaming Center needs tutors for a wide
range of classes: Accounting, Anatomy, Biology,
Chemistry, Computer and Core Courses, English,
History, Math, and more. If you are interested or
want more information, please stop by the
Learning Center in the Library and ask for Marian
Fischels, or call 355-2499.

CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY

Va 18 nti n

9,40 SECOND STREET
e!RTSMOUTH, OH 45662-4344
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· TO: Joanne Cliarfes
You "control" the
strings of my heart

0

•

TO: (]ood Q/jf(J)a1Je

To the Shawnee State Mascot:
Cupid and I just want to share
. •~ Our feelings for our favorite BEAR1
So, hugs and kisses are coming your way
For an Extra-Special VALENTINE'S DAY!
'. Love and Best Wishes from Papa Bear

tl

-<Tom

Thanks for.
everything, Q you.

'. TO: <Pamefa

TO: Catliy 9rf.u{[ins

... and you thought
I'd forget. Thanks for
, hanging tough, I love
. you (Semper Fi).

~·~·~·

Sexy mama!

Vniversity
Chronicfe
wishes

-(])avid

Hey Babe,

Do you know what?
I Love You!
-rtour Sweetie

·~·~·~

-Secret ;4.dmirer

"'"'i

TO: Jenny -~-~ •
,,.

-~-,-.r·
.,. r-.·
\:'")_........·

Happy Valentine's Day

TO: £ori <Tayfor

TO: 'l(jr6y Jvefson

You're model
material!

Have a happy
Valentine's Day.

-Secret ;4.dmirer

: TO: ;4.prif :Muffins

r-,

:••••••••••• V

It's been two years now, and
we're still going strong.
I hope I will never lose you,
and that I will spend the rest
ofmy life loving you!
Remember my love is always
& forever!

• • • • • •

Happy 1 year anniversary, I
love you... .•,

..'I

you a{{the
6est this
Pe6ruary

••• •• • •

-;Matt (piguet

. TO: ffracy ;M.cfesse

I want you, I want you,
I want you,

•QQQQQQQQQQQ
-%ur Secret ;4.dmirer

TO: SWCMN/SNDage21-28
FROM: SWCFN/SN/Dage21

and I am a Math Major. Looking
for a man with same interests.
Call ACE at 259-2205.

. (Y')

:V ,

Mope to see you cin
'Va{entine~ (]Jay!

*TO:

M
V

Wren

I hold you dear
to my heart.

.¢

-Secnt ;Umirer

,,
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TO: Clinstin (}(. •

I hope you have a
happy Valentine.

TO: (J>enny Smitli

You're the hottest!
-Secret .ft cfmirer

TO:
Tammy, ;4.my, (J)anie{{e

You're the greatest!
-Secret ;4.dmirer

•

-Pete

QQ®Q
Happy V-day!

•
TG: Cliristine

•

•
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I am attractive with light brown
hair and green eyes. I play tennis

_rriny

"-.{ :r
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I miss you.
-;Mack,

•
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TO: Clieryf.Wrielit

See you around
cute stuffl
-Secret }lcfmirer

~I·~\·*·*·
TO: SH.Jlqq't'

I love you with all my heart,
and I look forward to spending this Valentine's Day with

you along with many more.
With All My Love,

* • .• 1::• * •
'T1Uf.C'Y

